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Dear readership, 

The world that we live in is constantly in motion, 
and everything is continuously evolving. Thus, 
we must force ourselves to change too, if we want 
to keep up with an advancing society. The same 
is true for science. In fact, I would argue that 
scientists are the pioneers of progress. The 
essence of science is the constant process of 
attaining new information, critically assessing 
the new information, adjusting current paradigms 
based on the new information, and designing new 
ways to attain further information. No scientist 
should be ashamed to change their opinion 
based on new information, and in science, there 
is no place for big egos! Part of this perpetual 
movement towards greater knowledge is the 
insight that one must always allow herself and 
others to be challenged. Without challenge, there 
can be no change or growth. 

I believe that through change, AMSj as a scientifi c 
journal has also grown. AMSj has a relatively high 
turnover of student reviewers. Our staff reviewers, 
who have much experience in scientifi c conduct, 
are constantly challenging the new student 
reviewers. Reviewers are also challenging those 
who submit articles to AMSj in their peer review, 
thereby improving the quality of the literature. 

While the reviewers and the authors of AMSj bring 
a fresh and critical point-of-view to the table, the 
editorial board of AMSj is a relatively constant 
establishment, guaranteeing the continuity of the 
journal. However, the editorial board should also 
be able to reinvent itself from time to time. 

And thus, with a heavy heart, I have to say 
that it is time for me to pass on my position as 
editor in chief. I have been allowed to be part of the 
editorial board since December 2019. During 
these 1.5 years, I have certainly been challenged 
and I continue to be challenged by new issues. 
For me, it has been an insightful experience to 
be part of the editorial board. As a researcher and 
author, I was used to being on the other side of the 
submission process. Being editor in chief allowed 
me to see this process from a new perspective 
and it has yielded invaluable knowledge and 
understanding of the publication process as 
part of scientifi c conduct. I sincerely hope that I 
have also challenged AMSj by, together with the 
editorial board and our highly valued reviewers, 
maintaining high expectations for the quality of 
manuscript published by AMSj. 

Now, I am handing over my position as editor in 
chief to Gabriëlle Pallada, who will challenge and 
thus improve AMSj in new ways. I believe in her 
capabilities to bring new perspectives to AMSj, 
allowing AMSj to continue to grow. I am proud to 
have been part of AMSj and I look forward to its 
bright future!

Please enjoy the 23rd edition of AMSj, 

Devica S. Umans 
Editor-in-Chief
Amsterdam UMC, 
location AMC
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Vaccines to treat and prevent  
urinary tract infections: an  
innovative approach?
Tim J. van der PuTTen1 and arenda mank2

1. FaculTy oF medicine, amsTerdam umc, locaTion amc
2. deParTmenT oF neurology, alzheimer cenTer amsTerdam, amsTerdam 
umc, locaTion vumc

Urinary tract infections (UTIs) are amongst the 
most common bacterial infections and have high 
recurrence rates, causing UTIs to hugely impact 
health care costs and quality of life. Although  
antibiotics are effective in UTI treatment,  
prophylactic use is not effective nor advisable, 
due to resistance and adverse effects.1 Therefore, 
the search for UTI vaccines is highly warranted, 
but previous trials have not succeeded in devel-
oping effective vaccines.1 Recently, Wu et al.2  
investigated an innovative vaccine strategy. 

Previous studies hypothesized that UTI-prone  
patients are programmed to evoke foremost  
T helper cell type 2 (Th2) responses, essential for 
tissue repair, whereas Th1 responses are known for 
promoting bacterial clearance, rather than tissue 
repair. Therefore, Wu et al.2 investigated whether 
evoking bacteria-specific Th1 responses in rodents 
with UTI could promote bacterial clearance. This 
strategy was found to be effective in both de novo 
and recurring infections: depending on the varying 
vaccine compounds, complete bacterial clearance 
was attained in 50-80%. Considering that residual 
bacteria are thought to cause recurrent UTIs, these 
vaccines might be effective in UTI prevention as 
well.

This sets a promising base for developing an UTI 
vaccine, that could mitigate antibiotic resistance 
and health care costs, and additionally improve 
quality of life in patients suffering from (recurrent) 
UTIs.

1. Prattley S, Geraghty R, Moore M, et al. Role of vaccines 
for recurrent urinary tract infections. Eur Urol Focus. 2020

2. Wu J, Bao C, Reinhardt RL, et al. Local induction of bladder 
Th1 responses to combat urinary tract infections. PNAS. 2021

(Very) Low carb diets and type 2 
diabetes
eleonore corazolla1,2 and JenniFer Ten kulve3

1. deParTmenT oF endocrinology and meTabolism, amsTerdam umc, 
locaTion amc
2. laboraTory geneTic meTabolic diseases, amsTerdam umc, locaTion 
amc 
3. deParTmenT oF endocrinology, amsTerdam umc, locaTion vumc

Type 2 diabetes (T2D) is an increasingly highly 
prevalent condition around the globe associated 
with high mortality and costs. Dietary interven-
tions are part of standard recommendations for 
patients with T2D. The authors of this systematic 
review and meta-analysis analyzed the effect of  
different types of carbohydrate restricted diets  
– low carbohydrate diets (LCD; <26% of a 2000 
kcal/day diet) and very low carbohydrate diets 
(VLCD; <10% of daily kcal) – on rates of T2D 
remission and weight loss after one year. 23  
trials with a total of 1357 participants were  
included, mostly comparing (V)LCDs to low fat 
diets. LCDs achieved impressive results at six 
months: higher remission rates (risk difference

0.31; 95% CI 0.17-0.47), weight loss (-7.41kg 
mean difference; 95% CI -9.75 to -5.08), reduced 
medication use and improved triglyceride values.  
These effects were more pronounced for  
patients using diabetes medication. Most benefits  
diminished by 12 months, a time point only  
analyzed in a subset of trials. The authors suggest 
this could be explained by diminishing adherence 
at 12 months, but this could not be determined 
definitively from the available data. VLCDs  
performed worse than LCDs regarding weight 
loss at six months, an effect which was indeed  
explained by differences in adherence. Adverse  
consequences, specifically regarding cardio- 
vascular risk, were absent. Quality of life and 
low-density lipoprotein cholesterol worsened at 12 
months, though not statistically significantly. The 
authors of this meta-analysis suggest clinicians  
should consider LCDs only for short term  
management of T2D, paired with active  
monitoring and adjusted medication as needed.
1. Goldenberg JZ, Day A, Brinkworth GD, et al. Efficacy 

and safety of low and very low carbohydrate diets for 
type 2 diabetes remission: systematic review and meta- 
analysis of published and unpublished randomized trial 
data. BMJ. 2021

Association between COVID-19 
and audio-vestibular symptoms 
michelle engel1 and mislav ŽugaJ2

1. deParTmenT oF oTolaryngology / head and neck surgery,  
amsTerdam umc, locaTion vumc
2. FaculTy oF medicine, amsTerdam umc, locaTion amc

After a year of the COVID-19 pandemic, we 
have gained insights into the routes of infection  
and pathogenesis of severe acute respiratory  
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). For  
example, one of the insights is that SARS-CoV-2 
could spread throughout the nervous system which 
can cause neurological symptoms such as a loss of 
sense, smell and taste. In addition, a recent review  
conducted by the University of Manchester found 
that 7%-15% of adults diagnosed with COVID-19 
report audio-vestibular symptoms.1 The most  
common symptom is tinnitus, followed by hearing  
loss and vertigo. Although the pathophysiology  
of any audio-vestibular disorder caused 
by COVID-19 is unknown, some potential  
mechanisms causing  inner-ear damage have been 
proposed.  These etiologies consist of ischemia,  
immune-mediated and viral-related inflammation 
of the cochlea and vestibulocochlear nerve. Of 
note, tinnitus has a complex association with both 
hearing loss and mental stress. It remains unclear 
whether tinnitus due to COVID-19 is caused by 
damage to the inner ear or by mental stress, which 
is common amongst the general population during 
this pandemic. 

Caution should be exercised when interpreting the 
pooled prevalence of audio-vestibular symptoms 
as the majority of these studies relied on self- 
reported questionnaires or medical records without 
appropriate audio-vestibular testing. Therefore, 
further research based on audio-vestibular tests is 
necessary to verify these results. 

1. Almufarrij I and Munro KJ. One year on: an updated 
systematic review of SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19 and 
audio-vestibular symptoms. International Journal of  
Audiology, 2021.

Comorbidities and cancer - a 
deadly combination
Tara WhiTe1 and Julia driessen2

1. FaculTy oF medicine, amsTerdam umc, locaTion vumc

2. deParTmenT oF hemaTology, amsTerdam umc, locaTion amc

The prevalence of chronic diseases continues to 
rise and has profound impacts on the health of  
individuals and societies. Comorbid (chronic)  
illnesses are especially common in cancers that have 
a high prevalence among elderly patients, such as 
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). 

In a recent study by Rotbain et al., published in 
Leukemia in the beginning of 2021, 9170 Danish  
patients with CLL were followed to determine 
the effect of comorbidities on CLL-related and  
-unrelated death. They found that all studied  
comorbidities were associated with an increased 
mortality in their patient cohort, with renal,  
psychiatric and hepatic disease causing the  
greatest risk of CLL-related mortality and  
dementia, diabetes mellitus and chronic  
pulmonary disease causing the greatest risk of 
CLL-unrelated mortality. 

These findings are important for two reasons. 
Firstly, the association between comorbidities 
and mortality in CLL patients emphasizes the  
importance of considering comorbidities in clinical  
decision making. CLL is exemplary in this  
regard as treatment of CLL has transitioned from 
a ‘one size fits all’ chemotherapeutic approach, to  
individualized treatment as standard practice.1 
Secondly, while experimental therapies are often  
tested in relatively young/fit patients, these  
patients are not representative of the general  
patient population in which chronic diseases 
are highly prevalent in addition to the primary  
diagnosis. By accounting for comorbidities during 
drug development, we could more effectively and 
safely treat patients with comorbidities. As chronic 
diseases become more prevalent, researchers and 
clinicians should be more aware of the impact of 
comorbidities on treatment and mortality in their 
patients.

1. Rotbain, E. C., Niemann, C. U., Rostgaard, K., et al. Map-
ping comorbidity in chronic lymphocytic leukemia; 2021
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Recently, the administering of the Astra-
Zeneca COVID vaccine was stopped in 
several European countries for people 
under the age of 60 after several cases of 
thrombosis were registered1,2. This decision 
was questioned by part of the medical world 
and society as the risk of thrombosis was 
relatively small compared to other potential 
causative factors such as COVID-19 itself 
or, as a much-shared social media post 
stated, the oral contraceptive pill (OCP)3,4. If 
we as a society fi nd this risk of thrombosis 
severe enough to halt the administration of a 
much-needed vaccine in times of a pandemic, 
then why do we accept that millions of 
women take the OCP every day?

When they were fi rst introduced in the 1960s, 
hormonal contraceptives gave women a new-
found (sexual) freedom as they were able to have 
autonomy of their sexual and reproductive lives5. 
Their popularity and vast usage have remained 
until present day. In the Netherlands, one in three 
women between 18-45 take an OCP6. However, 
the use of the OCPs in women aged 12-39 
has declined by 10% between 2012-20177. 
This decline is thought to be linked to a new 
focus on possible side-effects such as alterations 
in mood, decreased sex drive and risk of 
thrombosis and cancer. Women are seeking options 
with less (systemic)  hormones or change to natural 
contra-ceptive methods such as cycle tracking 
to reduce these side-effects8,9,10. Is this new trend 
among young women understandable?

It is always important 
to keep revaluating
risks, especially when such a big part of our 
population may be affected. It is however also 
important to put things in perspective, some-
thing that appears to be missing in regard to the 
AstraZeneca vaccine. For example: where OCPs 
give women an increased risk of breast cancer, 
it protects from ovarian cancer11. Furthermore, 
the relative risk of thrombosis is elevated 
approximately 3-5 times for women taking OCPs. 
However, the absolute risk of thrombosis for a 
healthy adolescent is only 0.05% per year. In 
addition, the risk of thrombosis due to pregnancy 
is even higher12. These insights can also be found 
in books like ‘Je brein aan de pil’ (‘Your brain 
on OCPs’) written by doctors who are trying to 
educate and support women in making well-in-
formed decisions13.

In conclusion, when it comes to birth control, 
there are no ‘no risk choices’. As physicians it is 
our role to inform our patients about possible side-
effects but putting things in perspective remains 
important.
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New perspectives on well-known side-eff ects
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Only 3rd year Bachelor students were included, as 
they experienced medical school before and after  
government measures were implemented. 
A topic list was used, with topics derived from research 
on factors influencing resilience. Room for interpretation  
was left to allow participants to freely determine the  
direction of their answers and answer according to their 
own experiences, feelings and thoughts.12-14 
Interviews lasted approximately 40 minutes each.  
Interviews were conducted in October 2020. Audio was 
recorded and transcribed, for which participants gave 
their permission. 
The coding process consecutively consisted of ‘open 
coding’, ‘axial coding’ and ‘selective coding’. An  
iterative cycle of data collection was used. Outcomes 
were visualized in a coding tree which was divided into 
positive and negative impact.15

Two researchers worked on this research, each executing  
and transcribing six interviews. Elaborate commu- 
nication was used to fine-tune the interviewing process 
and to improve validity and reliability of the research. 
Members checks were carried out during the analysis to 
improve transferability. 

RESULTS
Participants were 3rd year students. Ages varied from 
twenty to twenty-four. Ten of the twelve participants were 
female.  TABLE 1 and TABLE 2 show the positive and  
negative outcomes, which will be described in the  
following section. In the online version of this edition, a 
codetree is published which gives a visual presentation 
of all outcomes.

Positive
Participants found much needed mandatory rest during 
the initial restrictions. Increased time for reflection  
resulted in increased self-knowledge and made them 
grateful for the little things in life.
Six participants spent more time with people in 
their household. Increased quality time led to closer  
connections and improved relationships. Participants 
found support in their friends and family. 

Participants experienced a sense of contribution through 
work. Especially working at a COVID-unit helped to put 
things in perspective, even though it was experienced as 
challenging at times.

Negative
Five participants experienced the pandemic as  
progressively negative. Ongoing restrictions combined 
with uncertainty resulted in feelings of helplessness and 
frustration.
Restrictions made it harder to maintain relationships. 
Digital contact resulted in feelings of distance. Four  
participants reported an increased feeling of loneliness.
Staying at home for long periods of time negatively  
impacted mental and emotional well-being. Three  
participants experienced more arguments and feelings of 
frustration at home. Six participants reported negative  
cycles of thinking after being alone. The distinction  
between off-time and time spent working/studying  
became faded, making it harder to emotionally recharge.
Online education resulted in decreased peer interaction, 
which led to less enjoyment and motivation. Distractions  
at home decreased focus. Lower productivity led to  
feelings of stress and a sense of guilt. Reduction of  
travel time led to more time to study, however more time 
to study led to increased pressure to get good grades.
Physical activity was seen as an important coping  
strategy by nine participants. However, for five  
participants, this was impacted by the restrictions. This 
resulted in increased frustration, reduced energy levels 
and physical complaints.

DISCUSSION
Surprisingly, positive as well as negative impact was  
observed as a result of governmental restrictions.  
Increased quality time and social support had a positive  
effect on the resilience of the students and seemed to 
prevent loneliness, which is in line with literature16.  
Additionally, spending more time at home led to  
becoming more grateful and gaining insights, which 
could be explained by an increase in time spent  
reflecting. 

ARTICLE

The impact of  the COVID-19 pandemic 
on mental health of  medical students: a 
qualitative study

zoë lievense1 and eva P. PlomP1

1. FaculTy oF medicine, amsTerdam umc, locaTion vumc
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INTRODUCTION
Since March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has 
heavily impacted our daily lives. Mass home- 
confinement directives widely used to contain the  
virus, such as quarantine and isolation, will presumably  
have an effect on behavior and the way social  
interaction takes place.1,2 A recent review already  
revealed impact associated with quarantine, with  
outcomes of stress and depression, which even continued  
after quarantine ended.3

Stress and depression are signs of compromised  
mental health. The WHO describes mental health as “a 
state of well-being in which the individual realizes his or 
her own abilities, can cope with the normal stresses of 
life, can work productively and fruitfully, and is able to 
make a contribution to his or her community”.4 
Many factors can influence mental health. Resilience,  
defined as ‘the ability to withstand hardship  
and to rebound from a stressful experience’, is known 
to promote well-being through beneficial adaptation to 
adverse circumstances and plays an important role in  
managing mental health.5

Many students suffer from compromised mental health. 
Numbers of psychological distress are highest amongst 
medical students, which makes this group especially  
interesting.6-8 Therefore, the aim of this research is to gain  
insight in and create an overview of the experiences  
and mental health of medical students during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, by exploring factors that  
influence their resilience, such as coping style and social 
support.9-11

Our hypothesis is that the COVID-19 pandemic  
will have a negative impact on mental health 
of medical students, as governmental measures  
presumably will have a negative effect on their  
resilience.

METHODS
This qualitative research consisted of interviews. Video  
conferencing software was used. Participants were  
recruited through social media and snowball sampling, 
until saturation was reached after twelve interviews.  

ABSTRACT
Since March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has heavily impacted our daily lives. Presumably mental health 
will be impacted as well, as implemented government measures can restrict structuring activities and social  
interactions, which are known to influence resilience.1,2 Numerous studies show that medical students have a 
higher prevalence of psychological distress than their peers, which makes this an interesting group to research.6-8 
Therefore, the aim of this research is to gain insight in and create an overview of the experiences and mental  
health of medical students during the COVID-19 pandemic. For the qualitative interviews, a topic list was 
used. Topics were derived from research on factors influencing resilience. The study population consisted of 
twelve 3rd year medical students, which were recruited through social media and snowball sampling. Interviews  
lasted approximately 40 minutes each. Audio was recorded and interviews were transcribed and analyzed by two  
researchers. Positive outcomes included increased support from family and friends, becoming more grateful and 
gaining insights. Negative outcomes included feelings of helplessness, loneliness and frustration, which were 
a result of staying home for long periods of time and digitalization. The overall impact of the implemented  
government measures on mental health of medical students was negative, although positive impact was also 
observed.

Topic Impact Outcome

Government measure No commitments, mandatory rest
More time at home, time to think about life
More time outside, in nature

Calmness
Insights, feeling grateful, self-knowledge
Alleviated, unwinding

Work New job (at COVID-unit) Rewarding

Hobbies Learned something new Satisfaction, rewarding

Online education More flexibility and less travel time, more efficient Satisfaction

Social interactions More quality time with family, friends, roommates and partners Improved relationships, support

Religion Prayer and community Emotional outlet, mindfulness, support

TABLE 1 Positive impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on mental health of medical students
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Digitalization and staying at home for long periods 
of time had a strong negative impact on resilience. 
Many negative emotional outcomes were observed,  
including feelings of helplessness, loneliness and  
frustration. Physical activity was seen as an important 
coping strategy but was impacted by the measures. 
The research was carried out by two researchers.  
Elaborate communication was used to fine-tune the 
interviewing process and improve transferability. The 
interviews covered saturation and helped develop a  
holistic view of the experiences of medical students. 
Some interviews were conducted through Zoom, which 
may have resulted in one-dimensional answers.
This research focused on the impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on mental health of medical students.  
Implemented government measures had a strong  
negative impact on the resilience and therefore mental 
health of medical students. Positive impact, however, 
was also observed. 
As a follow-up for this qualitative research, quantitative  
research could be used to find results that are  
generalizable. Those findings could be used for practical 
implementations to prevent negative impact on mental 
health.
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Topic Impact Outcome

Government measure No perspective, uncertainty
No commitments, too much time, irregular sleeping pattern
More time at home, decrease of quality of free time

Feeling helpless/down
Exhaustion, negative thinking cycle
Unable to emotionally recharge

Social Media More phone time
COVID News

Less satisfaction, feeling empty
Frustration, feeling down

Work Increased workload Stress

Sports Restricted, no good alternatives Unmotivated, unenergetic

Online education Distractions
Lower quality of education
Less interaction
Increased workload, more time spend studying, different  
work-life balance

Worse concentration
Less incentive
Less enjoyment, less motivation
Stress, pressure

Social interaction Loss of interaction, hard to maintain relationships
Digital contact, lower quality of contact
Reconnecting

Loneliness, distance
Less fulfillment
Social anxiety

Roommates More time at home, more arguments Frustration

TABLE 2 Negative impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on mental health of medical students
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CASE
A 60-year-old man presents at the outpatient 
clinic for a follow-up. His medical history  
includes androgenital syndrome. Upon physical 
examination, the patient appears to be obese. 
The endocrinologist orders a CT scan of the  
adrenal glands.

QUESTION 1
What do you expect to see in the adrenal glands 
in a patient with androgenital syndrome? 
A. Hypertrophy of the adrenal glands
B. Hyperplasia of the adrenal glands
C. Atrophy of the adrenal glands

Hint:
what happens in this condition?

QUESTION 2
What do you see on the CT?
A.  Splenic enlargement
B.  Cystic kidneys
C.  Pheochromocytoma
D.  Myelolipoma

Hint:
What type of tissue do you see?

QUESTION 3
What symptoms do you suspect?
A. Profuse sweating, palpitations and  
  tremors
B.  Stretch marks, acne and a buffalo hump 
C.  Vague abdominal complaints 
D.  Signs of kidney failure including itching,  
  nausea and fatigue

Hint:
Where is the mass located? What is it made of?
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skills. In addition, it is much easier to value other 
research, which is useful in clinical practice as 
well.   

If you are considering a PhD, there are a couple 
of things you should keep in mind. Make sure 
that you have affi nity with the topic, that there is 
adequate supervision and that there are other PhD 
students with whom you can discuss literature, 
data outcomes and daily frustrations. It is good 
to possess intrinsic motivation, perseverance 
and assertiveness. In addition, you should be 
able to work alone behind a computer for large 
amounts of time. If you feel like you match this 
description, doing a PhD might be something 
for you. It is a true acquaintance with the 
academic  world, educational and a nice side step 
from clinical work.
 
At this point I am working as a resident in 
internal medicine, focusing mainly on clinical 
work and education. However, in the long run, I 
hope that I can incorporate doing research in my 
daily practice. 

*Now: Amsterdam University Medical Center 
(AUMC) 

If you have any questions regarding doing a PhD, 
you can contact me by email: 
a.emanuel@amsterdamumc.nl
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To PhD or not to PhD?

anna emanuel1

1. deParTmenT oF inTernal medicine, amsTerdam umc, locaTion vumc

My name is Anna Emanuel. I am 32 years old, born 
and raised in Amsterdam. On October 13th 2020 I 
proudly presented my thesis titled: Microvascular 
dysfunction, cause of diabetes and diabetes 
related-complications. 

After graduating high school, I immediately 
started my medical education at the University 
of Amsterdam / Academic Medical Center*, an 
ambition that I had for many years. After seven 
years, with one minor detour in art history, I 
received my so-called ‘bul’ in 2013.

After I received my medical license, I was in doubt 
whether to start as a clinical physician or to do 
research. At that time, I had almost no experience 
in research and felt like it was something that I 
truly missed during my previous education. I was 
eager to learn more about the academic fi eld. I 
applied for a PhD at the VU University Medical 
Center* and started as PhD student in April 2014. I 
joined a fairly large group of PhD-students who all 
worked in the same fi eld. With their help I was able 
to learn the ins and outs of research quickly. One 
major setback was the death of my promotor Prof. 
Michaela Diamant soon after I started. Since then, 
the project was supervised by dr. Erik Serné and 

dr. Etto Eringa, which turned out to be a good 
combination between experience in clinical 
research and basic science.
  
During my time as PhD-student, I examined the 
infl uence of microvascular dysfunction on the 
development of diabetes and its microvascular 
complications. The main part of my thesis 
consisted of two large clinical trials. I was involved 
in the whole research process, from the beginning 
(protocol writing, ethical permission), the middle 
(data collection), until the very end (data analysis, 
manuscript writing and publication). 

My PhD was very educational, not only in 
terms of content, but mainly in terms of project 
planning, prioritizing, seeking collaboration 
with other specialists, and learning basic science 

‘‘It is a true acquaintance 
with the academic world, 

educational and a nice side 
step from clinical work’’

In the column ‘Spotlight’ we shine a light on students who published their 
research in other journals and (future) doctors who received something 
special, like a PhD title or funding for their research. Last year, Anna 
Emanual defended her PhD thesis titled 'Microvascular dysfunction, cause 
of diabetes and diabetes related-complications'. We have invited her to tell 
us more about her PhD trajactory.

Educational case? Interesting 
patient? Publish it!
See guidelines for submitting 
on amsj.nl.
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Which subspecialty do you like most in plastic  
surgery? And which less?
My passion is reconstructive- and hand surgery 
and especially reconstructive peripheral nerve  
surgery (nerve repair, graft or transfer). One thing 
that I occasionally appreciate less are patients 
with unrealistic expectations or if their reasons for  
undergoing surgery are not authentic. This might 
result in their happiness being affected.  

What are the most difficult challenges that you 
face as a plastic surgeon?
The decision-making process during evaluation of 
treatment options can be very hard. For example, 
‘What is the best timing to transfer a free lap for 
this open wound?’ and ‘Can we still wait and see?’. 
Critical thinking is required for evaluating the best 
available treatment and care for every individual 
patient. 

A highlight in your career: the TOMAX- 
procedure. Could you describe this procedure?
The procedure mostly accounts for men with a 
low spinal lesion (below L1) due to spinal cord  
injury or spina bifida. By connecting the nerve 
of the groin (n. ilioinguinalis) to the nerve of the  
penis (n. dorsalis pedis), sensation will be achieved 
in a previously insensitive penis. This is because 
the groin nerve ends up higher in the spinal cord 
than the penis nerve.
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Can the TOMAX-procedure establish penile  
sensation as before? 
Approximately 60-70% of treated patients have 
restored sensation. These patients initially felt  
sensation in the groin, because the nerve of the 
groin must grow into the nerve of the penis. This 
process takes 6 up to 12 months. Thereafter, about 
half of these patients have better overall sexual  
function and satisfaction, and that is great!  
However, older patients (above 55 years) do not 
have good results for this type of surgery due to 
impaired nerve regeneration and brain plasticity. 
So, when counselling patients it is important to  
educate them on realistic expectations.

Can the TOMAX-procedure also help female  
patients? 
In women, I connect the groin nerve (n.  
ilioinguinalis) to the clitoral nerve (n. dorsalis 
clitoridis). The procedure is a little different and 
still under research. Until now, I have operated 
on four female patients with spinal cord lesions, 
and in three of them the genital sensation has been  
restored.  

Is this procedure standard treatment for indicated 
patients now?
As far as I am concerned: Yes! But the procedure 
needs much more patient and doctor awareness 
both in the Netherlands and worldwide. To get this 
done a website (www.thetomaxprocedure.com) 
will be online soon to inform potential patients, 
first in Dutch but also in English later on.

What is your opinion about patients that desire 
purely aesthetic procedures?
Surgeon empathy is essential. When I feel  
empathy, I support the ability to transform  
patients’ life to improve inner confidence and feel 
comfortable. However, I am against the Instagram 
hype of lip fillers for example, which negatively 
affects body satisfaction of many women.

Do you have future ambitions?
It is my wish to perform the TOMAX-procedure 
worldwide. The procedure is straightforward. 
I have documented it in detail and any surgeon 
trained in peripheral nerve- and microsurgery 
can perform this procedure. Moreover, a great  
perspective for the future is a center of expertise 
for peripheral nerve surgery, located at the Isala 
Hospital.

Why did you choose plastic surgery?
I just wanted to do any kind of surgical subspecialty  
and plastic surgery accidentally stumbled my 
way. During my waiting time before starting my  
internship, I had been approaching different  
professors to gain experience in medical research. 
At that time plastic surgery prof. Kon (UMCU) 
gave me a great opportunity and invited me to the 
operation rooms sometimes. Besides this, I gained 
experience with dr. Rijnders, a military plastic  
surgeon. Then I knew for sure that I wanted to  
become a plastic surgeon. 

What got me interested in plastic surgery was the 
creative and artistic aspect that was valued and  
actually very important in almost every procedure. 
Plastic surgery has a comprehensive and detailed 
understanding of anatomy. When treating patients,  
the focus lies on how to mold and alter the  
anatomy. I found that really amazing and unique 
- not just excising or removing tissue, but actually  
using the body’s anatomy in different ways 
to solve problems. Besides this, you have the  
opportunity to work on almost every part of the 
body. Dr. M.L.E. Overgoor

CURRICULUM VITAE

1964 Year of birth
1991 MD, Utrecht University 
1991 Military service, University Medical Center  
 Utrecht 
1993 ANIOS plastic surgery, University Medical  
 Center Utrecht
1994 Division of Plastic Surgery Research, Dept.   
 of Surgery, University of Louisville 
1996 AIOS plastic surgery, University Medical   
 Center Utrecht 
2002 Plastic surgeon, Isala Hospital Zwolle
2015 Completed PhD ‘‘The TOMAX-procedure’’,   
 University Medical Center Utrecht

‘‘Critical thinking is required 
for evaluating the best  

available treatment and care 
for every individual patient.’’

Dr. Overgoor is affiliated with the Department of Plastic,  
Reconstructive and Hand Surgery at the Isala Clinic in Zwolle. 
He is the first plastic surgeon worldwide who introduced a  
technique to establish or restore penile sensation in men with 
spina bifida and spinal cord injury: the TOMAX procedure  
(“TO MAX-imize sensation, sexuality, and quality of life”).

Dr. M.L.E. Overgoor

inTervieWed by Jessica balikJi1 and debby a.m. bom2

1. deParTmenT oF general surgery, isala hosPiTal, zWolle
2. deParTmenT oF emergency medicine, van Weel-beThesda hosPiTal, dirksland

‘‘Moreover, a great perspective 
for the future is a center of  

expertise for peripheral nerve 
surgery, located at the Isala 

Hospital.’’



Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Articles were considered eligible for inclusion if the 
article reported on the survival rates of fetuses prena-
tally diagnosed with high risk CPAM, after receiving 
steroids as primary treatment. Exclusion criteria were 
articles with a systematic review study design and  
articles published in languages other than  
English.

Selection and data collection
All articles identified were screened for relevance by 
their title and abstract. Eligibility was then assessed 
by full text reading. All relevant studies were selected 
and analyzed by the main author. The primary outcome 
was survival to birth. Secondary outcomes taken into  
account were: (1) the resolution of NIHF (2) and whether  
there is a difference in outcomes of patients treated with 
single or multiple steroid courses.

RESULTS
Eligible studies
The electronic literature search resulted in 253 different  
papers which were screened for title and abstract.  
Full-text reading of 15 articles resulted in ten eligible  
papers to be included. Study and population  
characteristic can be found in TABLE 1. No statistical 
analyses were applied.

Summary of findings
From the ten papers included, only one case report  
reported a 0% survival rate11. All other studies showed 
survival rates of 73-100% after steroid treatment. Three 
of these articles included a small number of patients (n 
= 1-3) but reported survival rates and NIHF resolution 
rates of 100%12-14. 
The other six included articles were slightly larger  
retrospective reviews (8-43 patients). In these studies, 
survival to birth of patients with CPAM varied from 
73% to 100%. Resolution of NIHF rates ranged from 
54% to 88%15-20. 
In the study by Peranteau et al. (2016), patients  
receiving multiple steroid courses compared to patients 
only receiving steroid therapy once, showed lower  
survival rates (93% and 96% respectively) and lower 
NIHF resolution rates (56% and 88% respectively)19. 
Similar results were presented by Morris et al. Both  
fetuses, receiving an additional course of steroids, died18. 
In yet another study, Loh and colleagues reported 
higher survival rates in CPAM patients treated with  
betamethasone compared to CPAM patients receiving 
open fetal surgery (92% and 82% respectively)17.
Of all studies included, only Curran et al. reported  
significant data regarding survival to birth and  
resolution of NIHF with a significance level of P < 0.057. 
An overview of the results can be found in TABLE 2.

DISCUSSION
Overall, corticosteroids seem to be effective in treating  
prenatally diagnosed CPAM patients at high risk of  
developing NIHF based on CVR, as survival rates are 
high. Therefore, betamethasone could be considered  
an alternative treatment option for unborn CPAM  
patients, especially as untreated hydropic historical 
controls as well as surgically managed CPAM patients 
show similar or lower survival rates (75% and 66-82%  
respectively)17,21,22. Steroid therapy could provide a 
non-invasive and safe (no adverse effects into mid- 
childhood) alternative to surgical management of 
CPAM23. However, there are little studies comparing 
steroid treatment to surgical management of prenatally 
discovered CPAM.
After betamethasone administration, reported NIHF  
resolution rates were high (54-100%). However,  
research has shown that CPAM lesions and NIHF  
resolve spontaneously in many cases (10-76%)24-27. 
Due to the observed time to resolution of NIHF in the  
included studies of this review (8-35 days, TABLE 2) 
it should be considered that this might be the result of 
natural regression of the lesions rather than an effect of 
the given treatment. 
Furthermore, patients receiving multiple courses of 
treatment with betamethasone seem to have poorer  
outcomes than recipients of only a single course of  
steroids19. Therefore, the beneficial effects of multiple 
steroid courses cannot be confirmed. 
Evidently, this study has certain limitations such 
as small sample sizes due to the infrequency of the  
condition, as well as the heterogenicity in treatment  
protocols throughout the studies.

CONCLUSION
Prenatal steroid treatment for high risk CPAM patients 
seems to be an effective treatment option with relatively 
high survival rates. However, the benefits of additional 
courses of betamethasone are not evident enough. Due 
to the limited and retrospective nature of the studies  
existing on this topic, there is a great need for  
randomized controlled trials comparing steroid  
treatment to surgical intervention for the treatment of 
CPAM.

INTRODUCTION
Congenital pulmonary airway malformation (CPAM) is 
a cystic lung anomaly caused by unchecked proliferation  
of terminal bronchioles during embryogenesis1. Its  
prevalence is estimated to be 1:25,000 to 1:35,000  
pregnancies2. In nearly 100% of cases, CPAMs can 
be detected from the second trimester of gestation by  
ultrasound screening3. If CPAM is complicated by  
nonimmune hydrops fetalis (NIHF), which is a  
pathological accumulation of fluid in the fetal  
interstitium, mortality rates up to 84% (fetal and  
neonatal mortality combined) have been reported4,5. 
Therefore, intervention is indicated when the CPAM 
Volume Ratio (CVR) is greater than 1.6 and fetuses are 
at high risk of developing NIHF6. Options for prenatal  
treatment include surgical management7. However,  
surgery can cause complications for both mother and 
fetus in 6,2-78,6% of cases8,9. Thus, an alternative  
treatment for prenatally diagnosed CPAM is desirable. 
Literature suggests that maternal administration of  
steroids may be an option for managing prenatally  

diagnosed CPAM10. The aim of this review is to  
evaluate the effectiveness of prenatal treatment with  
corticosteroids on the survival of fetuses diagnosed with 
CPAM at high risk of developing NIHF based on CVR.

METHODS
Study design and research question
This literature review intends to evaluate if  
betamethasone is an effective treatment option for  
prenatally diagnosed CPAM patients, in case of high 
CVR.

Search strategy
Articles for this review were collected using the 
PubMed database and The Cochrane Library searching 
for studies published from 2000 to the search date. The 
final search was conducted on the 8th of January 2021 
using combinations of MeSH terms, keywords and word 
variants for ‘Cystic Pulmonary Airway Malformation’, 
‘corticosteroids’ and ‘prenatal treatment’. An overview 
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Prenatal Maternal Steroids Administration 
as Possible Prevention for Development of  
Hydrops in Case of  Congenital Pulmonary  
Airway Malformations (CPAM) – a  
Literature Review

dana i. kooTer1, hanna heinrich2 and ingeborg h. linskens2

1. FaculTy oF medicine, amsTerdam umc, locaTion vumc
2. deParTmenT oF gynecology and obsTeTrics, amsTerdam umc, locaTion vumc

ABSTRACT
I N T R O D U C T I O N    Congenital pulmonary airway malformation (CPAM) is a congenital lung anomaly which 
can be identified by ultrasound screening. CPAM can be complicated by nonimmune hydrops fetalis (NIHF), 
which is most likely to develop if the CPAM Volume Ratio (CVR) is greater than 1.6. NIHF has a significant  
influence on pregnancy outcome and is therefore an indication for intervention. However, most interventions 
involve fetal surgery and thus invasive techniques with associated risk of pregnancy loss. An alternative and 
non-invasive intervention would be prenatal treatment with maternally administered betamethasone. Yet, its  
effectiveness in treating CPAM is still uncertain. The aim of this literature review is to assess the effectiveness of 
treatment with corticosteroids on the survival of fetuses diagnosed with CPAM.
M E T H O D    For this review the PubMed and Cochrane Library databases were searched for literature between 
2000 and 2020. The primary outcome of this study was survival to birth. A secondary outcome was resolution of 
NIHF.
R E S U LT     A total of ten articles were included in this literature review. Except for one case-report, the studies 
reported a survival rate of 73-100% after steroid treatment. Resolution of NIHF occurred in 54-100% of patients
C O N C LU S I O N     Based on the findings of this literature review, steroid treatment seems to be a potential 
alternative treatment option for prenatally diagnosed CPAM patients at high risk of developing NIHF based on 
CVR, as survival rates prove to be high. However, randomized studies with larger patient groups are needed to 
verify previously mentioned survival rates

‘‘All other studies showed 
survival rates of  73-100% 
after steroid treatment’’

of the search strategy can be found in the Appendix.
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Author (year) Inclusion 
period City, Country Study design Number of 

patients Type of CPAM

Brown (2009)12 ... Montreal, Canada Case report 1 Microcystic

Curran et al. (2010)15 1997 – 2008 San Francisco, USA Retrospective review 13 Microcystic

Derderian et al. (2015)16 2007 – 2013 San Francisco & Cincinnati, 
USA

Retrospective review 8 Microcystic

Leung et al. (2005)11 ... Hong Kong, China Case Report 1 Macrocystic

Loh et al. (2012)17 1997 – 2010 San Francisco, USA Retrospective review 13 Microcystic

Morris et al. (2009)18 2004 – 2008 Cincinnati, USA Retrospective review 15 Micro-/Macrocystic

Peranteau et al. (2007)20 Not reported Philadelphia, USA Retrospective review 11 Micro-/Macrocystic

Peranteau et al. (2016)19 2003 – 2014 Philadelphia, USA Retrospective review 43 Micro-/Macrocystic

Tsao et al. (2003)13 1997 – 2000 San Francisco, USA Retrospective review 3 Microcystic/ Stocker 
Type III

Yamashita et al. (2015)14 ... Izumi, Japan Case Report 3 Microcystic 

TABLE 1  Study and population characteristics

Author (year)
Number 
of steroid 
courses1

Mean CVR2 Cases of NIHF

Resolution of 
NIHF (mean 

time to  
resolution)

Survival to birth

Brown (2009)12 3 2,5 0 ... 100%

Curran et al. (2010)15 1 2,7 9 78% 
(29,9 days)

100%

Derderian et al. (2015)16 2, 3 or 4 2,8 5 ... 88%*

Leung et al. (2005)11 1 ... 1 100% 
(28 days*)

0%

Loh et al. (2012)17 1 2,7 13 77% 
(28 days)

92%

Morris et al. (2009)18 1 or 2 2,6 13 54% 
(35,1 days*)

73%*

Peranteau et al. (2007)20 1 or 2 2,3 5 80% 
(13,2 days)

100%

Peranteau et al. (2016)19 1, 2 or 3 2,1* 17 Single course: 
88% (8 days) 
Multiple courses: 
56% (33 days)

Single course: 96%*

Multiple course: 93%*

Tsao et al. (2003)13 1 ... 3 100%
(25 days*)

100%

Yamashita et al. (2015)14 1 2,4* 2 100%
(35 days*)

100%

TABLE 2 Summary of main findings

NIHF = nonimmune hydrops fetalis; resp. = respiratory 
1one course of steroids equals 2x 12mg (in some studies 12,5mg) betamethasone intramuscularly, given 24h apart 
2CPAM volume ratio at steroid administration
*calculated with data extracted from the articles
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Loneliness… A word that seems closely connected  
to an inevitably ageing population, especially  
during this COVID-19 pandemic. However,  
people from all walks of life experience its impact 
today. If not themselves then someone in their  
environment, a distant family member, an old 
friend or an isolated neighbor. In the end we  
humans have always been social beings, always in 
need of contact, be it emotional or physical.  

As a medical student you learn the importance of 
socio-economic status and its impact on health. 
How it affects quality of life and the way people  
see and approach disease. This may seem  
obvious, but the socio-economic context of a  
patient can easily be overlooked, especially  
in the rush of daily practice. Add to that the  
complex feelings people experience in such  
situations; emotions like shame and guilt that 
can cause them to hold back certain information.  
This makes it even more important for medical  
professionals to actively ask patients about these 
subjects and to create the safe environment needed 
for this conversation. 

During my 16 -week internship at the Department 
of Dermatology those questions were standard  
procedure, and I could not be happier about that. 
They say the eyes are the window to the soul. I 
would like to add that the skin is the transducer.  
Like an antenna, both the sensor and the  
actuator, simultaneously responding to the psyche 
and controlling it. Having a skin disease can have 
a tremendous impact on someone’s psychological 
wellbeing, but it also works the other way around, 
worsening pre-existing skin problems because of 
stress.

Two cases, two total opposites, but the key  
problem was one and the same: a weak social 
network. The difficulty was understanding the  

extent of this ‘loneliness’ and how it was affecting  
the treatment. At first hand it may seem  
straightforward, but then you dig deeper and get 
a better understanding of why that little boy with 
treatment resistant eczema comes without his  
parent and why that old lady with chronic wounds 
on her hands since decades travels, every week, 
all the way from across the country to visit us. 
Low therapy compliance in the case of that little 
boy or seemingly unexplainable complaints in the 
case of that old lady could have their root in an  
overwhelmed parent or a strained relationship 
with the family doctor combined with social  
isolation, and to get this information you  
sometimes have to make that extra call. With that 
additional information in mind, you can now tailor 
something that really fits the needs of the person in 
front of you.

Understanding the extent of  'loneliness'

haJar el khaTTabi1,2 and louise a.a. gerbens2

1. vumc school oF medical sciences, vu amsTerdam
2. deParTmenT oF dermaTology, amsTerdam umc, locaTion amc

‘‘The socio-economic  
context of  a patient can  

easily be overlooked,  
especially in the rush of   

daily practice’’

Orthostatic headache

siham amlal1 and maTThiJs c. brouWer2

1. FaculTy oF medicine, leiden universiTy medical cenTer (lumc), leiden universiTy
2. deParTmenT oF neurology, amsTerdam umc, locaTion vumc

QUESTION 1
Which sign on the MRI images is characteristic for 
the diagnosis of the postural headache described in 
the case and shown on the myelography? 
A. Diffuse pachymeningeal thickening
B. Empty delta sign
C. Caput medusa sign
D. Dural tail

CASE
A 30-year-old male patient with a medical  
history of migraine, woke up with acute  
onset of severe headache and nausea, which  
worsened over time in intensity. He reported 
no aura, photo- or phonophobia. There was no  
previous (head)trauma. Despite the use of 
paracetamol, diclofenac and tramadol, the  
headache remained severe. He noticed that 
when laying down, the pain faded away, but 
immediately returned in the upright positioning.  
Neurologic examination revealed no  
abnormalities. Cranial CT-venography excluded  
venous sinus thrombosis. Subsequently, a  
cranial MRI, spinal MRI and digital subtraction 
myelography was performed of which the images  
are shown above. 

A B C

FIGURE 1 Gadolineum enhanced T1 weighted axial (A), coronal (B) and sagittal (C) MRI images

Hints: 
A few weeks later, the patient received a blood 
patch after which the positional headache  
completely resolved.

      FIGURE 2 Digital subtraction myelography

Answer on page?36
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Clinical researchers are often interested in  
analyzing the time until some well-defined event 
of interest (e.g., death of a patient) occurs, and 
in determining whether this is related to specific 
factors or covariates, such as treatment group or 
patient age. At first glance, it may appear that the 
time until the event occurs is simply a continuous  
outcome that can be analyzed with standard  
techniques typically used for such outcomes, 
such as linear regression, t-tests or analysis of  
variance (ANOVA). However, the event will  
usually have only occurred in some but not all  
patients at the end of the observation period. Thus, 
a key difference between the time until an event 
occurs and other continuous variables is that the 
time is actually unknown for patients in whom 
the event has not occurred. In such patients, who 
are said to be ‘censored’ in time-to-event analysis  
terminology, all that is known is that the time- 
to-event is longer than their respective follow-up 
period, and the research question actually involves 
a combination of whether and when the event has 
occurred. Simply excluding censored patients 
from the analysis, or equating the unobserved total 
time-to-event with the observed follow-up-time, 
would both bias the analysis results.

Therefore, specific statistical techniques that can 
appropriately account for censoring are required. 
Because the event of interest is often death, 
these techniques are commonly referred to as  
“survival analysis techniques”. However, these 
methods can actually be used for any specific 
event, such as time to renal failure after kidney 
transplantation or time to relapse of leukemia 
after initial remission, and are thus also termed  
“time-to-event” or “failure time” analyses. While 
these umbrella terms actually comprise a broad 
spectrum of different methods, Kaplan-Meier 

curves, log-rank tests and Cox proportional hazards  
regression are most frequently encountered in 
medical literature.

Kaplan-Meier curves estimate the survival  
function, which is the probability of “survival” 
(i.e., the probability that the event has not yet oc-
curred, plotted on the y-axis) beyond a certain time 
point (x-axis). The figure (FIGURE 1) shows data 
from a hypothetical dataset comparing the effects 
of three treatments on survival. As can be seen,  
Kaplan-Meier curves are step-functions in which 
the probability drops vertically whenever events 
occur, with a horizontal line between events. 
Censoring is conventionally displayed by some 
symbol, often a vertical mark. When several  
Kaplan-Meier curves are shown in one plot as in 
this example, estimated survival probabilities can 
be visually compared between groups. Similarly to 
comparing continuous outcomes between groups 
using t-tests or ANOVA, survival curves can 
more formally be compared between two or more 
groups (e.g., different treatments, males versus  
females, etc.) using log-rank tests. In this example, 
the P value <0.001 allows rejection of the null- 
hypothesis that all survival curves are identical.

2423
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While the log-rank test is basically used to compare 
groups (=categorical variable), it cannot assess the 
relationship between continuous variables (such 
as body mass index or patient age) and survival 
time, and it cannot simultaneously address the  
relationship between several variables and survival 
time. Moreover, the log-rank test does not estimate 
an effect size, i.e., it provides no information on 
the magnitude of the difference between groups. 
So, when a simple between-group comparison 
is not sufficient, or in order to estimate an effect 
size, more advanced survival analysis techniques 
such as Cox proportional hazards regression are 
required. For example, Cox proportional hazards 
regression can be used to estimate the so-called 
hazard ratio. While this is technically not the 
same as a relative risk, little is lost by the common  
interpretation of the hazard ratio as an estimate of 
how much higher or lower the risk of experiencing  
the event is in one group compared to another. 
Cox proportional hazards regression also allows  
studying the relationship between several  
categorical and/or continuous variables and  
“survival”. This is particularly useful when  
authors want to distinguish the relationships of 
several variables with the outcome, or when the 
analysis needs to control for other variables, e.g., 
to address confounding in observational research.

For a more in-depth discussion of survival  
analyses techniques, including but not limited the 
ones presented here, see Schober P, Vetter TR. 
Survival Analysis and Interpretation of Time-to-
Event Data: The Tortoise and the Hare. Anesth 
Analg 2018; 127: 792-798.

Read 
a paper, but 
question the 

statistical analyses? 
Let us know via 
AMSj.nl or our 
Facebook page!

Time-to-Event (“Survival”) Analysis  
Techniques

Patrick Schober1
1. deParTmenT oF anesThesiology, amsTerdam umc, locaTion vumc

‘‘A a key difference between 
the time until an event  

occurs and other continuous 
variables is that the time is 

actually unknown for  
patients in whom the event 

has not occurred .’’

FIGURE 1 The Kaplan-Meier curve with the probability that the event has not yet occured (y-axis) beyond 
a certain time point (x-axis) in three different hypothetical treatment groups.



Ending with an advice for medical students, as 
either future researchers or doctors. There is an 
ongoing debate on whether you need a scientifi c 
career to obtain a specialty position and 
whether performing science makes you a better 
doctor (Medisch Contact Jan 2021). In my 
view, you should neither do science to become a 
doctor, nor become a doctor to do science. For 
me the most important drive is to follow your 
fascination and cultivate your marvel. In the end 
you will fi nd out that your fascination has become 
your job.

In this edition of Spotlight, I would like to argue 
that blood vessels are the most fascinating organ of 
the human body. The endothelial cell is particularly 
interesting, as the endothelium forms a single, 
continuous sheet of endothelial cells to separate 
the circulation from the surrounding tissues. It 
may sound strange when this argument is put 
forward by a pulmonologist, but both my research 
on basic endothelial biology and my clinical work 
in pulmonary diseases taught me that the lung is an 
excellent demonstration of how blood vessels are 
key for organ function.

Having fi nished my medical school with 
internships at the ICU, I was intrigued by 
pulmonary edema, a condition characterized by 
fl ooding of the alveoli and severe hypoxemic 
respiratory failure. A PhD position in the Dept. 
of Physiology gave me the opportunity to study 
the endothelium – by isolating and culturing 
endothelial cells in vitro I was able to dissect 
endothelial barrier disruption as the process 
underlying edema formation. A very recent 
example is COVID-19, where extensive endothelial 
damage drives hypoxemic respiratory failure.

During my work as a resident in pulmonology, 
I realized that endothelial injury plays a role in 
many other diseases than pulmonary edema and 
COVID-19. Pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH), for example, is characterized by extensive 

deformation of the smaller arteries, eventually 
leading to right heart failure. While we see 
extensive proliferation of endothelial cells in 
later stages of PAH, it remains unclear how the 
remodeling starts. My idea is that endothelial 
damage drives the early onset of PAH. In this 
case infl ammation is not the culprit, but the 
exposure of endothelial cells to a high blood fl ow. 
The Dutch Research Council has awarded this idea 
with a VENI grant, a grant that helps early-career 
investigators to develop their own research line, 
inspired by Julius Caesars’ famous words ‘veni, 
vidi, vici’. With this funding, I will be able to study 
endothelial barrier integrity of pulmonary artery 
endothelial cells under different degrees of blood 
fl ow (shear stress).

The fi nal aim is to develop a drug that protects the 
endothelial barrier. Because endothelial barrier 
disruption is a common denominator, a drug 
that improves endothelial barrier function and 
vascular integrity may benefi t various lung diseases. 
Following the discovery from our group that the 
anticancer drug imatinib improves endothelial 
barrier integrity in the lab, we have made a 
recent start with a Dutch clinical, multi-center trial 
testing the effect of imatinib on the clinical course 
of COVID-19. This is where science and clinic 
meet (and the fun comes in) – taking discoveries 
from the lab to the clinic to fi nd out whether these 
discoveries benefi t the patient. 
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Blood vessels, the most fascinating organ 
of  the body

drs. J. aman
1. deParTmenT oF Pulmonology, amsTerdam umc, locaTion vumc

In the column ‘Spotlight’ we shine a light on students who published their 
research in other journals and (future) doctors who received something 
special, like a PhD title or funding for their research. Last year, Jurjan Aman 
received a VENI grant of the Dutch Research Council to investigate if 
endothelial damage drives the early onset of pulmonary arterial 
hypertension. We have invited him to tell us more about his research.

1. deParTmenT oF Pulmonology, amsTerdam umc, locaTion vumc

‘‘For me the most important 
drive is to follow your 

fascination and cultivate 
your marvel.’’

See guidelines for submitting 
on amsj.nl.
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together and are just really nice people. On the oth-
er hand, you also hear personal, sometimes sad, 
stories about people’s lives. That does have an 
impact.

Are there developments in the fi eld of vascular 
technology that might change the way you will 
work in the future?
We recently acquired a transcutaneous oximetry 
machine, which measures the oxygen pressure 
in the skin. We generally use this machine on 
large wounds on the limbs. The degree of oxygen 
exchange in the tissue gives an indication of the 
healing capacity of the wound. It might help in 
deciding whether to preserve the limb. Other 
possible applications could be the use of oxime-
try during lower limb angioplasty. Measuring the 
oxygen pressure during the intervention could give 
an immediate indication whether the angioplasty 
was successful. Transcutaneous oximetry had gone 
somewhat out of fashion, but now there is renewed 
interest for these kinds of measurements.

What do medical students/future doctors need to 
know about your profession?
I’d say: visit a vascular technician and take a look 
at the kind of work we do. That way, you get a clear 
insight into what our job entails.

27
I RAN INTO...

In the Noordwest Ziekenhuisgroep in 
Alkmaar, I ran into… Marion Raaijmakers, a 
vascular diagnostic technician.

inTervieWed by sabrina l.m. zWeTslooT1 and JacQueline cloos2

1. FaculTy oF medicine, amsTerdam umc, locaTion vumc
2. deParTmenT oF hemaTology, amsTerdam umc, locaTion vumc

What does your job as vascular diagnostic 
technician entail?
I perform arterial Doppler ultrasounds of the 
arms and legs on patients. With the Doppler 
ultrasound I measure and determine the systolic 
blood fl ow in the upper and the lower limb. From
 those blood pressures, the ankle-brachial index 
(ABI) is calculated. This index gives an indication 
of the extent of peripheral arterial disease (PAD). 
I measure the ABI in patients with PAD in resting 
state, but also after they have walked on the 
treadmill. After exercise, a decrease in the ABI is 
observed in patients with PAD. These diagnostics 
are used to diagnose PAD and follow patients with 
vascular claudication complaints over time. 

What kind of patients do you see?
I see a wide variety of patients. When patients 
with vascular claudication are referred to the 
vascular surgeon by general practitioners, they 
visit me fi rst for assessment of their peripheral 
blood vessels. In addition, I see patients with 
Thoracic Outlet Syndrome complaints, patients 
with hemodialysis shunts, or patients who need 
compression bandaging of the legs. I also check 
on patients after they have had an operation (such 
as percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA), 
endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR), or lower 
extremity bypass surgery). However, not all 
patients are referred to me for strictly 
vascular complaints. The neurologist refers 

patients whose complaints may have 
a vascular foundation. And the ortho-
pedic surgeon refers patients with, for 
instance, hallux valgus, who need the vascular 
state of their toe assessed pre-operatively.

Why have you chosen this particular profession?
I started as a nurse in this hospital. I then 
studied to become a medical secretary. During 
my work as a medical secretary, I often called 
the vascular technicians, and when a job 
opening came up, they asked if I would like to 
work there. I then learned the profession hands-on. 
Interestingly, in other hospitals, diagnostic 
vascular tests are often performed at the radiology 
department. However, in this hospital only the 
duplex ultrasounds are done at the radiology 
department, and Doppler tests are done by the 
vascular technicians.

What do you like most about your profession? 
The different types of the people and the 
one-on-one conversations with patients. There is a 
feeling of serenity in my offi ce due to the kind of 
work I do – I work with my ears – which is what 
my patients often remark on and fi nd pleasant. 
Consequently, some patients tell their entire life 
story within the fi rst ten minutes of meeting them. 
That connection is what I value about this job.

Are there any patients that have made an impact 
on you?
Yes, mostly patients that need follow-up over 
time, you really establish a connection with them. 
Some patients I follow over longer periods of time, 
especially those engaged in supervised exercise 
training programs. For example, two of my 
patients are an elderly couple. They always come 

‘‘The connection is what I 
value about this job.’’

Inspire other students! Share 
your experience in this column. 
For guidelines and to submit, 
go to amsj.nl!
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login code that will be provided by the healthcare 
provider. 

Our expectations
We expect that child-oriented, understandable 
information and peer contact with other children 
will improve the self-confi dence and self-manage-
ment of all children with a stoma. Whether the app 
leads to a better quality of life of these children 
will be investigated in a randomized trial, which 
will be approximately completed in two years. If 
the study proves the effi ciency of the app, it will be 
implemented in clinical care, providing tailor-made 
care and information for every child with a stoma.
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BACKGROUND
Every year several hundred children get a stoma 
in the Netherlands. The creation of a stoma is a 
temporary, but sometimes also defi nitive, surgi-
cal treatment which is necessary for the treatment 
of various diagnoses. Getting a stoma is a major 
life event for children. Having one seriously 
affects self-image. The psychosocial consequences 
of having a stoma for adults are extensively 
described in the literature1,2. However, children 
are an important, yet often "forgotten" group. 
Little is therefore known about the psychosocial 
consequences of having a stoma during childhood 
and its possible impact in later life3. Some studies 
show that the healthy development of a child can 
be negatively affected by such events4. In addition, 
a child can be confronted with a variety of medical 
complaints arising from having a stoma5,6. 

Appropriate information and guidance is therefore 
crucial for both the child and the parents to be able 
to deal with a stoma as quickly and effectively 
as possible3. However, the information for children
is limited to a few non-digital brochures and the 
available information is not adjusted to the age. 
It is important that children receive good and 
understandable information, especially when 
they are young. Understandable information in a 
personalized application for their own smartphone 
or tablet can be of important added value. 
Children come into contact with a smartphone at 
an increasingly young age and most 10-year-olds 
already own a smartphone7,8. In addition, children 
know how to use apps and gaming on a smart-
phone is one of their favorite activities5,9.

StoMakker, the mobile application for children 
with a stoma
To improve the information and guidance for 
children, we are developing the mobile application 

“StoMakker” as a fully-fl edged medical device. 
The information will be largely offered through 
educational games which are adapted to the 
perception and knowledge level of the child. The 
games will be designed together with children 
to improve the usability and applicability of 
the games. It is known that gaming requires an 
interaction with the person whereby associated 
knowledge becomes fi rmly anchored in the brain, 
much better than through reading9,10. The games 
are mostly intended for younger children while 
adolescents can fi nd adapted information in the 
app aimed at them.

In addition, the app will facilitate a platform for 
peer-to-peer contact. Children would be able to 
have direct contact with other children who have 
a stoma as well. The platform is only accessible 
by children. This will be secured with an unique 

INITIATIVES WITH IMPACT INITIATIVES WITH IMPACT
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Mobile app StoMakker helps children to 
cope with their stoma

drs. sebasTiaan l. van der sTorm1 and ProF. dr. marlies P. schiJven1

1.  deParTmenT oF surgery, amsTerdam umc, locaTion amc

email: s.vandersTorm@amsTerdamumc.n

‘‘Appropriate information 
and guidance is crucial for 

both the child and the 
parents to be able to deal 

with a stoma as quickly and 
eff ectively as possible’’
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What advice would you give medical students?
Medical students should be aware of how lucky 
they are being able to study medicine. One day 
they will receive their certificates, but they must 
not forget to enjoy the journey which leads them to 
it. Once the certificate is in their hand, the journey 
to that moment is over.

So, to medical students I would like to say: enjoy 
the journey and realize how beautiful the field of 
medicine is. Whatever specialty you might do in 
the future, we chose an intense career, so choose 
one you will enjoy, or else you will not be able to 
keep up with it for long.

For students who are doing their internship or will 
do them in the future I would advise to start with 
an enthusiastic, open and most importantly an  
assertive attitude.  Good preparation is very  
essential. No one will come to help you up and 
move forward, that is something you have to do 
on your own. 

What is your quote in life?
‘Assumptions are the mother of all f**k ups’
‘Don’t do to others what you don’t want them to 
do to you’

Dr. T. A. Jongbloed-Winkel

inTervieWed by ayisha asraF1 and Jurrien sTiekema2

1. amsTerdam umc, locaTion amc
2. deParTmenT oF surgery, runsTaTe, arnhem

Current position: Fellow vascular surgery in  
Amsterdam UMC location AMC and Flevo  
Hospital Almere

What do you like the most about your area of  
expertise and what do you not like as much?
In my opinion, vascular surgery is a very diverse 
field. As a result, it meets all facets of surgery and 
medicine. Perfection must be pursued which has 
its advantages and disadvantages. For example, 
if during arterial bypass surgery the vessel you 
have been working on occludes at the end of the  
procedure, you will have to start all over again. It 
needs to be perfect, otherwise the patient might 
need an amputation. Even if you are tired after 
hours of surgery, you will have to do it all over. 
Nonetheless, that is just part of the procedure. 

What kind of research do you do or are you  
interested in?
Currently I am not participating in any kind of  
research, but I would like to participate in one with 
vascular surgery in mind, as I would like my area 
of expertise and research to share common ground.

What do you aspire to do in the future? What plans 
do you have?
Currently I am searching for a permanent contract  
as a vascular surgeon. I have achieved my  
aspirations of being a vascular surgeon. I have 
worked in great clinics and completed my training 
in surgery. I would advise everyone to spend time 
in different clinics. It is great to learn that there are 
different approaches to the same clinical problems.  
In the far future I would also like to focus on  
research, but as of now I would like a permanent  
position because setting up a specific line of  
research is much easier that way.

During your academic career, have you had people 
you looked up to?
Yes, my trainer in Erasmus Hospital in Rotterdam. 
I still look up to him today.

It has been a long road to end up in your current 
position of expertise, what has kept you motivated 
all these years?
Our journey in medicine has several phases. 
Only after my surgery training, it felt like there 
was more room to think about and make certain  
choices. That is, there is more freedom to choose 
what one wants, where one wants to work, what 
kind of expectations one has of themselves, what 
one hopes to achieve in the next phase of one’s life, 
career and so on. For example, when you work in 
a hospital, with a great team, where you can have 
some input of your own as well, the work is more 
enjoyable. In the end, you are responsible for your 
own motivation, the motivation starts within you.

 Dr. T. A. Jongbloed-Winkel
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‘‘It is great to learn that there 
are different approaches to the 

same clinical problems’’
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Although SGLT-2 inhibitors show little side 
effects, there are some concerns according to the 
guideline. Doctors should be cautious to prescribe 
SGLT-2 inhibitors to patients who are known to 
have genital infections. Due to the glucosuria, 
its use is associated with an increased risk for 
these infections. Furthermore, patients with an 
amputation or peripheral vascular disease in their 
medical history are possibly at a higher risk of 
needing new amputations when using SGLT-2 
inhibitors. Also, patients using insulin may have 
a higher risk of ketoacidosis in combination 
with SGLT-2 inhibitors. Finally, its diuretic 
effects put particularly elderly people at increased 
risk of dehydration and hypovolemia.

To conclude, SGLT-2 inhibitors can now be 
considered in the treatment of diabetic nephropathy 
caused by type 2 diabetes mellitus. Whether these 
promising agents can also be prescribed in patients 
with advanced kidney disease is subject to debate.
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Guideline update: The value of  SGLT-2 
inhibitors in diabetic nephropathy
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Sodium-glucose cotransporter-2 (SGLT-2) in-
hibitors are new blood glucose lowering agents. 
Blood glucose is reduced by these agents owing 
to their glucosuric effect. Recent large clinical 
trials including type 2 diabetes patients with diabetic 
nephropathy or heart failure with reduced ejection 
fraction (HFrEF), showed very promising results. 
Besides their glucose-lowering effi cacy, SGLT-2 
inhibitors were shown to reduce cardio-vascular 
complications, but could also prevent renal 
complications. SGLT-2 have been shown to reduce 
albuminuria, slow down progressive GFR decline 
over time and lower the risk of developing 
end-stage kidney disease. Moreover, there 
are signs that SGLT-2 inhibitors could reduce 
hyperkalemia as well. FIGURE 1 shows the 
possible mechanisms in which SGLT-2 inhibitors 
can accomplish this, and indicates that correction 

of the hypervolemic state together with mild 
ketogenesis is presumably responsible for the 
cardio- and renoprotective effects. The recent 
guideline of the Dutch Society of Internal medicine 
discusses the position of SGLT-2 inhibitors in the 
treatment of diabetic nephropathy.1 Whereas the 
previous guideline stated that SGLT-2 inhibitors 
can be prescribed to improve glucose regulation in 
patients with preserved kidney function, the 
new guideline states that SGLT-2 inhibitors can 
be considered in patients who have an eGFR 
of 30-60 mL/min/1.73 m2 and/or clinically 
signifi cant albuminuria. The current evidence 
does not support the use of these agents in type 
1 diabetes patients, or type 2 diabetes patients 
with an eGFR below 30 mL/min/1.73 m2

See guidelines for submitting 
on amsj.nl.
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          FIGURE 1 Cardio- and renoprotective eff ects of SGLT2 inhibitors.2
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Correct Answer: 1A

EXPLANATION
A. Diffuse pachymeningeal thickening
The case describes a patient who suffered 
from postural headache caused by spontaneous 
cerebrospinal fl uid (CSF) leakage, which 
clinically results in CSF hypotension syndrome. 
The typical presentation is a disabling orthostatic 
headache, combined with nausea, vomiting and 
neck pain. Cranial MRI imaging is necessary 
to identify signs of intracranial hypotension 
and rule out other causes. As a next step, the 
underlying cause of the CSF hypotension 
syndrome has to be identifi ed, so it can be treated. 
CSF leaks causing intracranial hypotension 
are exclusively localized in the spinal column. 
Therefore, imaging of the spinal column with MRI 
is a fi rst step to localize the leak. As a next step a 
digital subtraction myelography can be performed, 
which shows CSF leakage on the left side of 
Th10-Th11. The cranial MRI sequences show the 
most common fi nding: diffuse pachymeningeal 
thickening. This sign becomes less prevalent over 
time after onset of symptoms and also when the 
headache changes from orthostatic to continuous. 
Other signs on MRI that could be helpful for the 
diagnosis are: dural venous engorgement and 
distention as a result of an increased level of 
venous blood volume, sagging of the brain, 
tonsillar herniation, pituitary hyperemia and 
subdural fl uid collections. 

B. Empty delta sign 
This sign is seen on CT or MRI imaging of the 
venous system of the head, where contrast outlines 
a fi lling defect due to a thrombus caused by 
cerebral venous sinus thrombosis.  

C. Caput medusa sign 
This sign is seen on MRI imaging and refers to 
venous anomalies that drain centrally in the brain 
towards a single drain vein.  

D. Dural tail  
This sign is seen on MRI imaging as a result of 
dura thickening and enhancement and is most 
often typical for a meningioma. 
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Answers 'Orthostatic headache'
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Answers ‘A man with androgenital syndrome’
sanne van beem and ProF. mario maas 

Correct answers: 1B, 2D, 3C

EXPLANATION
Androgenital syndrome (AGS) is an umbrella 
term for a group of congenital disorders that 
affect the adrenal cortex, leading to the inability to 
produce cortisol from its precursor cholesterol. It 
is often accompanied by an aldosterone defi ciency. 
This is caused by the defi ciency of one of the 
enzymes needed for this process, most commonly 
the 21-hydroxylase enzyme. It often presents 
early after birth. The absence of cortisol leads to 
constant ACTH production in the pituitary gland 
as there is no negative feedback. As a result, 
adrenal hyperplasia occurs. Neonates often present 
with hyponatremia, hyperkaliemia and metabolic 
acidosis. There is an overproduction of androgens, 
which mainly causes problems in girls such as 
ambiguous genitals. In boys, early puberty is often 
seen.1 

An adrenal myelolipoma is a rare, benign 
tumor that consists of mature adipocytes and 
hematopoietic cells. It is visible on CT scans 
as an adrenal lesion with a fatty component 
that is relatively well circumscribed. It can be 
diffi cult to distinguish the myelolipoma from the 
retroperitoneal fatty tissue. The tumor is often 
asymptomatic and found as an incidentaloma, but 
can cause some discomfort arising from the tumor 
putting pressure on other organs, such as fl ank 
pain, high blood pressure or a palpable mass.2 
Although the tumor does not secrete any 
hormones, it is associated with endocrine disorders, 
including Cushing syndrome and AGS, caused by 
the overstimulation of the adrenal glands resulting 
in adrenocortical metaplasia.3 
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